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To you,
the

student:

Language

is
like

a mirror.

It reflects

what
people

believe

about
themselves

and
others.

Language

is powerfulso

powerful

that
it can

change

your
beliefs

about
yourself

and
others.

In
this

unit,
you

will
be

able
to

look
into

the

mirror

of language

and
see

yourself

and
your

culture.

You
will

also
have

an
opportunity

to explore

the

power
of

language.

You
will

discover

how
to use

language

in a way
that

does
not

limit
you

or others.

At the
end

of
the

unit,

you
will

have
an

opportunity

to
examine

Your-values

and
to make

decisions

about
what

to
say,

reads-and

listen

to.
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Part I

Language and Change

Lesson 1: Language as a Mirror

Activity A:
Language reflects

Language is like a mirror. It is a body

of words and systems that is common to

people of the same community, geographical

area nation, or cultural tradition. There-

fore, language reflects people's valuek.

It also reflects people's culture, which is

the ways of living built up by a group of

people and transmitted from one generation

to another. In fact, we have discovered

much about very old cultures by studying

5,
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Lesson 1

their languages. .We can tell where people

lived by finding out what words they used.

If people had many words for fish, we know

they probably lived close to the sea. If

they had a lot of words for snow, we know

they probably lived in the North.

For example,

a few words

slush,"ice,

in the United States we have only

to describe snowy weather: sleet,

snow, and bliizard: But Eskimos

have about 40 words to label different kinds

of snow. 'Of course, snow is a part of Eski-

mos' daily life. Eskimos must know about all

kinds of snow. Their lives and work may depend

on how deep the snow is, how hard the crust

and how long the snow will fall.

In the,United States, we have many

words to describe mass media

(communication systems). Here are

a few: television, radio, newspaper,

camera, adiertising, scene, soap

opera, movie, commercial, and news.

As you can,,see, media are very

important in our culture.

1:61-4-s look closer at two .mediatelevision and

magazines. Television reflects our culture's

values: A value is what you think is good or

important. What does the language on televi-

sion show about our culture's values?

6
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Activity B:
Looking at ads

Form a group with three or four other

students. Choose a group recorder to write

your group's answers..

Choose two of the following activities

(B-1, B-2, B-3) to discuss in your group.

6

B-1 a. Think of all the television
commercials you can.

b. Decide on one or two words that
describe what each commercial is
C:fing to sell.

0. Decide what someone could tell about
our country (what we. do, buy, and
consider important) by watching tele-
vision commercials.

For example, many commercral5 show
youthful, beautiful people. What do
these commercials show about the
values of our society? Dd all soci-
eties value youth and beauty?

7
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Lesson I
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B-2 a. Look at the advertisements in a
magazine.

$.

b. Decide on one or two words that ,

describe what each advertisement is
trying to sell.

c. Decide what someone 'could tell about
our counLry (what we do, buy, and '

consider important) by looking at
magazine ads.

../".......i.......,,,.,....4r1....

:'.i...

B-3 a. Think of an average news show on
television.

b. What topics are covered in almost
every news show?

c. What could somecne tell about our
country (what we do and what we con-
sider important) by watching the
news?

a . 't

8
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Lesson I

Activity C:
What words do you use?

Think of a topic that you feel is very

important to you. "You could choose% hobby,

a.person, a, political issue, orvan,eVent you

especially like. Write a ,few paragkaphs

describing' the topic you have chosen. Choose

your wards carefully. Use some adjectives to

describe your topic. Underline all the words

that .show your attitude to the topic.

.Read paragraphs to the class. Have the

.class.tell what words show your attitude.

Activity D:
Class wrap-up

D-1 Your teacher will have each group report
tbe results of their discussion in
Activity B. .

. .

D -2. Look at the cartoon§:below and on the
next page. Whaf does the mirror of
language show about our culture's
attitudes?

D-3 Do yo'u agree 6r-disagree with these
. attitudes? Why?

P.
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Lesson 1

In the 41.920s,, waikers and their /gives
Suffered. many .hantships.



Lesson 2: A Changing Language
Activity A:
How does language change?

You may remember from the last lesson that the

,language_ people use shows their values and

their culture.

But people are constantly changing'-and that

includes you. People are. creating things,

writing books, meeting new people, dying and

being born. Old cultures are changing. New

countries are being created. Of course, as

people change, their language changes.

11
14



& Lesson 2

Do you think that the dictionary changes? Did

you know that new words are added, old words

are removed, and the spelling of many words

changes?

Here are a few words. in today's dictionaries

that didn't exist before 1900: Vaseline,

Kleenex, Xerox, rocket, nuclear, automobile,

television, computer, magy, clone, spaced-

out, and centerfold. Can you think of .other

new words?

Why didn't these words exist? As you can see,

the products those words refer to did not yet

exist--so the words weren't needed then. Also,
1

we have different iWaytofdescribingthings,___

and people. Can you see how language changes

as our culture changes?

Have you ever wondered what the English language

looked like 700 years ago? It looked like this:

1

Fader, syle rrte mlime dii minre e me to gebyrep.
Fadir, zyve, me a porcioun of pe substance at fall* me.

Thomas Pyles, Origin and Development of the English Language (New York:
Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1964),p. 141.

12



Leeson 2

Do you recognize any words? As you can see,

even our alphabet has changed since the

thirteenth century.'

Not only does the spelling of words change,

but their meanings change. Many years ago,

the word meat referred to food in general.

Corn and vegetables were called meat. Of

course, now meat means only a certain kind

of food.

A long time ago, the word silly meant happy,

and innocent. Now it means ignorant or

foolish.

These are only a few examples of the way

words ha ie

How do words change? They change through

people. For one reason or another, people

may use a word to mean a certain thing. They

may invent new words for new things and new

ideas.

When enough people UJe a word in a different

way, the publishers of dictionaries make a

note of that change. Then the next edition

of the dictionary includes the new meaning.

For example, when many writers started to use

the word silly to mean foolish, the meaning of

silly changed. As a result, the dictionary

changed. Remember, the dictionary records the

language people use.

16
13
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Lesson 2

Activity B:
Looking at the dictionary

Language shows how people's culture or values

change.

E-1 Look up the following words in the
dictionary. Write the old and new mean-
ings of the words. The old meaning will
be shown by the letters ME, which mean
Middle English. Middle English'was the
language spoken in England from the
twelfth to the fifteenth century.

a. hurtle

b. cattle

c. treadle

d. involve

B-2 Find and write the meanings of the
folloing _

a. granola

b. white-collar crime

c. jet lag

Do you think these words were in
dictionaries published before 1950?
Why or why not?

14



Lesson 2

B-3- What change has taken place that caused
people to create the word pantsuit?

B-4 What'changes took place that caused
people to create the word smog?

,rt
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Lesson 2

B-5 What change took place in the 1960s that
caused people to stop using Negro and
start using black?

13LPLIS

Is

TLF'UL

B-6 Think of some slang words that you and
your friends use. Are any of these words
in the dictionary? Which ones?

16 19



B-7 Language does change; but usually very
slowly: Why?

Lesson 2

Activity C:
Class wrap-up

C-1 Where do new word g come from?

C-2 What does-language show about our culture?

C-3 Why do people inveni-new woids or give
old words new meanings?

17
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-Lesson 3: Language Changes You
.

Activity A: .

Does language change you?

You-may do this activity with a partner or by

yourself.

In the first lesson, you found out that

language reflects people's values and culture.

In Lesson 2, you learned that words change as

people change.

Do you know that language can

change you? Yes, language can

change your attitudes about

yourself and other People.

Here's a simple example. IfN
N7cryone you know tells you

t1ta you are no -good at math,

you iirobably won't be good at

math. Why? Because, without

knowing it, Ou start believ-

ing the words y u hear. On

the other hand, i veryone

tells you that you ar very

good at math, you will h vie a

bettdr chance to become goo

at math.

7
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Lesson 3

1

4

.
A-1 Think of the people you are with most

often. From whom do you hear the most
words? List these persons by role
(example: father).

.

A-2 From where el3e:do you hear or read
words (example: radio)?

Do you think that the words spoken by your

friends and family and those heard on televi-

sion affect your attitude about yourself?

Think about this question as you look at the

following "commercials":

'2.0
i

20
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Lesson 3

Who is usually doing the laundry on
-yelevizionl_s_male_or a female?

A-4-, _What is unusual about Commercial B?

A-5 What is unusual about Commercial C?

A-6 Do you think the commercials on tele-
vision affect your attitude about doing
the laundry?

A-7 If all the commercials you saw showed
men doing the'laundry, how would you
be affected? Would you change your
attitude?

21 23
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Lesson 3

A-8 What do you think about the "commercial"
below?

Activity B:
Class wrap-up

B-1 Discuss your answers to questions A-1
through A-8.

B-2 Do you think most people know that their
attitudes change according to the words
of others? Give an example. Why is this
important to know?

22
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Part II

Getting Messages

Lesson 4: The Generic Rule

4

Activity A: .'"

An experiment

Before you,start this lesson, do an experiment.

.ms

r

A

Look atthefollowing phrases, sentences, andh

pictures. Read each phrase and decide which

picture goes best with the phrAsa. Circle your

answer. There are no right or wrong answers..

After you have finished, turn your paper in

to the teacher. Make sure your name is on t14

paper. Your paper will be used in the next

lesson.

A-I Men of good will

,

4
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Lesson 4
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A-2 When man discoverefire
. ,

4

0 ,
.

A-3 Everyone drinks his coffee black.

26 01,,,-
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Lesson 4

A-4 Businessmen

D

A-5 In that job it every man for himself.

?7
27
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'Lesson 4

Activity 13:
Pronouns and the generic rule

You may do this activity With a partner or

by yourself.

What happens when you don't know whether a

pronoun is masculine (male) or feminine

(female)?

Look.at the sentence below. (Remember,

everyone is a singular pronoun.)

Everyone can select own work time.

In this sentence, the word everione,means

each person. That it, everyone can be mascu-

line or feminine. What pronoun should you use?

For sentences like this, a special rule was

made:

Use a masculine prop his, or him- -

when the gender (se a person is not

known.

This rule is call;(71;hiria-41en-NATR=ick)

cr.

rule. According to this rule, the sentence

in the box above should read:

Everyone can select his own work time.

28 2a



Lesson 4

Using the generic rule, which word would you

use in the following sentence: his or her?

Each student must do homework.

If you said his, you are right.

Until recently, many writers followed this

'rule--using he, his, or him to represent

either a male or a female when the sex of

the person was not known. In the next lesson,

you will learwsome new rules people are using

instead of the male generic rule.

B-1 To practice finding examples of the
generic rule, read the paragraphs below.
Write the letters of all sentences that
use the generic rule. Then, write how
you know.

(a) It was time to start the test.

(b) Everyone picked,up his pencil

to begin. (c) If a student had a

question, he could no longer ask

it. (d) Each student had only

30 minutes to finish his test.

(e) Jerry was thirsty and wanted a

drink of water. (f) But he knew he

wouldn't have time"to finish the

test if he went to get a drink.

(g) Finally, it was over. (h) Each

student gave his test to the teacher.

8-2 Look in one of your textbook ,eja newspaper,
or a magazine. Find at least six sentences
that use he, his, or him to represent
either a male or a female. Write down the
sentences. If you cannot find six sentences,
make up six of your own.

29 29
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Lesson 4

Activity C:
Nouns and the generic rule

You may do this activity with a partner or

by yourself.

Some nouns.and adjectives are generic.. That

is, they are used to represent both males and

females. Two common examples of such words

are shown below.

# 11

:0>-"
top, %.

"Man overboard / /I" *These *hoes.
are TrICLT1-7/1404:

As you can see, man is a general (or generic)

word for people (or human beings).

C-1 Write a sentence that uses man as a
general word for people. Do not use
the same sentences shown in. the
illustrations.

30



Lesson 4

Because a masculine noun has been used to

represent people in general, other things have

happened. For example, a masculine word is

often used to represent an average person.

Look at the sentence below:

A man will be happier if he can select

his own work time.

And, many jobs have man added to the end.

For example:

statesman, fireman, doorman, congressman

C-2 Write at least five other examples of
job titles with man as the last part of
the word.

C-3 What is your opinion of the generic rule?
Do you think it should or should not be
changed? Why?

31 n



Lesson 4

Activity D:
Flight check

Did you understand this lesson? To find out,

answer the following questions without

looking back at the lesson. Then, your

teacher will help you check your answers.

Write the numbers of the sentences below that

use the generic rule. Then explain how you

know. O

D-1 My father was worried because he didn't
spend enough time with us.

D-2 Are wars for the good of mankind?

D-3 Everyone decided to leave his book on
the desk.

D-4 The captain cried, "Man overboard!"

D-5 Each teacher graded his own papers.

32
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Lesson 5: The Generic Mile'
and Society's Values

Activity A:
Does the generic rule cause problems?

Read the -following reports. The first report

uses the generic rule. The second report

uses a new rule. Aftr you read both reports,

answer the questions that follow.

Report 1

(a) In order to be happy, man must be

busy. (b) He can be busy working or
A

playing. (c) But if a man does nothing

for very long, he will probably become

very depressed.

(d) Most people like to select their own

work times. (e) If a man is allowed to

decide when he will work, he will prob-

ably do better work.

(f) Unions have helped the working man

in America. (g) Now, the average worker

knows what his rights are.

33 33
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Lesson
p

"...PEOPLE must
bebusy."

Report 2

(a) In order to be happy, people must be

busy. (b) They can be busy working or

playing. (c) But if a person does

nothing for very long,.she or he will

probably become very depressed.

(d) Most people like to select their own

work times: (e) If people are allOwed to

decide when they will work, they will

probably do better work.

(f) Unions have helped workers in America.

(g) Now, most workers know what their

rights are.

A-1 Look at Report 1, Write the letters of
all the sentences that use the generic
rule.

A-2 .Look at Report 2. Write the letters of
all the sentences that were changed from
the generic form to a different form.

A-3 Which group of pronouns is left out of
Report 1: masculine pronouns or feminine
pronouns?

A-4 Who do you think will feel closer to
Report 1: boys or girls?

A-5 If most writers refer'to workers as men,
will readers think that most workers are
men or women?

A-6 If most writers refer to workers as men,
will more boys or more girls want to
work?

A-7 Who do you think Will feel closer to
Report 2: boys or girls?

34 3(
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Lesson 5

A-8 If writers refer to workers as people,
will reads think that most workers are
men or women?

A-9 If writers refer to workers as people,
will more boys or more girls want to
work?

Activity 8 (discussion):
What about the generic rule?

B-1 Look at your paper from Activity A in
Lesson 4. Even though .the generic rule
was used, who did most of the class think
the captions referred to: women or men?
What do your results say about the
generic rule?

B-2 What effect does the generic rule probably
have on females? On males?

B-3 What characteristics and/or values of our
society does the generic rule show?

35
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Lesson 5
I

a

Activity C:
The generic rule and your community

Here are some new rules being used/in place of

the generic rule. These rules are guidelines

for writers and editors at the McGraw-Hill

Publishing Company. This company publishes

many textbooks., as well as other books.

Language Consideratiohs

,.Man-words
s

black.

,

.

Yes

Humanity, human beings, human race,
people .
If a person (or driver) drove 50 miles at
60 miles per hour.. .

,Qrew to adulthood ,

Human power, human energy,
workers

Yes

The average American driiks black
coffee.

Most Americans drink their coffee
black.

Yes

Mertiber of Congress, 'Representative
i

Business eXccutivc, business manager

'Firefighter
Stir ivisor

No

Mankind

If a man drove 50 miles at 60 miles
per hour .. .
Grew to manhood

Manpower

Pronouns

No

The average American drinks his coffee

Occupations

No

Congressman

Businessman

Fireman ,.
Foreman

Guid?.1ines for Equal rreatment of the Sexes in McGraw -fill! Book Company Publications, n.d,

Check with the newspaper, radio stations, and

school board in your city to find out whether

they use the male generic rule,. they

don't, find out what rules they do use.

36 36
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Lesson 5

Activity D:
Does the generic rule uffedt your choices?

In'this activity, you will find out whethel

the generic rule affects other people.

Copy List 1, below, on three separate sheets

of paper. ,Do the .same for List 2. Outside

of class, show List,1 to three girls. Show

List 2 to three other girls. Then have each

girl put an X by all of the occupations on

her list that sound interesting to her.

List 1: Generic List 2: Specific

businessmah

fireman

congressman

car repairman

.salesman

cameraman

mailman

logman

businesswoman

firewoman

congresswoman

car repairwoman

saleswoman

camerawoman

mail carrier

forester

In class, compar-the results of the six

/ lists. To do this, find the average number

of Xs marked on the three copies of List 1,

Then find the average number of Xs marked on

the three copies of List 2.

37
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Le son 5

Now discuss the following questions:

D-1 Whidh list had the higher average of Xs?

D-2 a. Do you think that girls feel t y
have more choices if the word woman
is used instead oftman?

b. Do you thilnk that
the

feel they have
more choices if the word man is used
instead of woman?

D-3 Do you think tit the generic rule affects
people's understanding of the world?
How?

D-4 Look back at the lists. For each occu -'
pation, make a list of words that could
represent both men and women. Which list,
do you think is most fair: List 1,
List 2, or your new list? Why?

D-5 Do you think the generic rule should be
wchanged? What new rules would you make:

a. -For the singular pronoun generic
form (everyone . . he)?

b. For generic nouns (man, mankind)?

c. How could you enforce these new.rules?

36
38
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Activity E:
Flight check .

Did you understand this lesson? To''fipd'out,

answer the following questions without

looking back at the lesson. 'Then, your

teacher will help you check your answers.

Using the new rules your class substituted for

the generic rule, revise the following '

sentences.'

0
E-1' The problems of man have increased

because of the nuclear bomb.

E -2 Everyone left hisseat when the bell
rang.

E-3 The chairman of the boird called the
meeting to order.

E-4 If a man works hard for eight hours a
day, he probably wants torelax at night.

as
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Lesson 6: Activeand Passive People
Activity A:
What are active and passive verbs?

Do you know that verbs can be active voice or

passive voice?

Active'voice means that the subject does the

action. The following sentence shows' an

active verb.

Verb
Stkec.t. Actve. -

He walked her home.

Who does the action? He does. He is the

subject of tile-verb.

Papsive voice means that the

subject of the sentence receives__

the action. Look at the follow-,

ing seetence:-

_SUbject_ __Verb Passove _

.

She was" walked Home by him...

Who does the action in this sentence? He

does. (He is walking her home. She is being

walked home.) Who receives tfie action?' The

,subject, she, does.

41 40



Lesson 6

1

.

As'you can see, sometimes the subject of the

sentence does the. action. Mid, sometimes the

-subject receives the'action.

For the sentences below, write what thy subject

is. Then write a D the subject does the

action or an R if the ubject receives the

action.

Remember: If the subject does the action, th'e

verb is active. If the subject receives the

action, the verb is passive.

A-i- The chairperson introduced the speaker.
. .

Aviz:2 The speakers were introduced. by the
chairperson.

A-3 The president appointed Karen to the
committee. 6

A-4 Karen was appointed .to the committee by
the president.

A-5 Every window has been broken by that
storm.

.

(r6 That storm has broken every window.

.

Go back to the sentences above. Write what

the verb is for each sentence. Write A' by the

verb if it is an active verb. Write r by the

verb if it is a passive verb.

42 § Or
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Lesson 6

Activity B:
Are males and females active or passive?

Vou may do this activity with a partner or

s by yourself.

For each of the following sentences, find the

verb. Then write A: for Active voice and P

for passive voice.

-847.1 John took Marie out on a date.

8-2, Sohn was taken out on a date by Marie.

473 Phil walked Sue .home.

8-4 Phil was wakRd home by Sue.

8-5 Marie took Johli out on a date.

B-6 Marie was taken out on a date by-John.

B-7 Alice walked Phil home.

13-8 Alice was walked home by Phil.

In real life, which sentences do you usually

hear people say? In other words, when boys

and girls go on a date, does the girl say,

"I took him out," or does the boy say, "I took

her out"?

8-9 Look again at the sentences in B-1 through
B-8. Write X by the sentences that people
are most likely to say.
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Lesson 6

B-10 Draw a chart like the one below. In the
first column, write the number of each
sentence that you wrote X by in B-9.
These are the sentences that people
actually say. Then write X in the appro-
priate column.

The Sentcnces People Say A
Sentence
number

_
Subject Verb

Male Female Passive
voice

Active
voice

Example: I X X

Activity C:
Class wrap-up

C-1 Which sentences did you mark with X?

C-2 For the sentences you marked with X, were
the male subjects active or passive?
Were the female subjects active or
passive?

C-3 Words reflect the attitudes of a society.

a. Do people usually say that boys take
girls out, or that girls take boys
out? Why?'

b. What attitude is shown: that girls
are more active than boys, or that
boys are more active than girls?

43
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C-4 Think about ighat happens on a date.

a. Who usually drives the car: a boy or
a girl?

b. Who usually pays for a date: a boy
or a girl?

c. Why do you think we have these
customs?

d. What do you think about these
customs: Should boys pay for dates
or should girls pay? Why?

C-5 Do you think that passive people make
a4lot of decisions or a few decisions?
Do you think that active people make
a lot of decisions or a few decisions?

C-6 Think about girls who are passive and
only go out when they are asked. Which
choice are they giving up: whether to
ask someone, or whether actually to go?'"

C-7 Because of social, customs, who make
more important decisioni: men or women?
Is this custom good or bad? Why?

45
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ILesson 6

e

,

Activity D:
Flight check

Did you understand this lesson? To find out,

answer the following questions without

looking back at the lesson. Then, your

teacher will help you check your answers.

In the sentences below, write A if the verb

in the sentence is in the active voice and. P

if the verb ill the sentence is in the passive

voice.

D-1 Her mother called the school to find out
where she was.

D-2 Brandbn played football every day after
school.

0-3 The football was thrown by Clarence.

'D-4 Theoria's team was defeated by Sharon's
team.

D-5 Phil was taken to school by his father.

46



ways. One way is by using words that describe

way is by using words that describe your

feelings about the object.

subjective. In this case, the writeeexpresses

The first way to describe is called objective.

The writer tries carefully to describe the

object and to leave out any feelings.

The second way to describe is called

Look at the illustrations below. ,Which one

Lesson 7:

Activity A:
Two ways to describe

You can describe objects in two different

emotions (feelings) about the object.

is objective (factual)? Nhich one is

subjective (emotional)?

the object exactly or factually. The other

=..1

Positive and Negative
Connotations

A cat ...

4 7

Lfb.Try,

1*

tr

wiazie

A Cute, soft ,

so, ea
0

.d.a.t.. .
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Lesson 7

Here is an example o bjective writing.

Did you know that every bir. .,1!a a

propeller? You can see a bird's prolke2.-

ler in a slow-motion picture of the bird'

in flight. During the downward beat of

the wings, the feathers at the wing tips

stand at right angles to the wings.

These feathers are the propellers. They

are in this position for.only a split

second during each wing beat. They are

the key to the bird's ability to fly.

Now, look back through the paragraph. Can you

-find any examples of the writer's emotions?

Probably not, since this paragraph uses only

factual, objective words. These words have

only a denotation. That is, they have a

factual definition.

Some words also have a connotation. This

means that the use of the word causes you to

feel a certain attitude or emotion.

Look again at the paragraph above. What are

.:'some words that you could add to show emotion

about a flying bird? What about the words

soaring,-graceful, or beautiful? All of

these words show feelingstherefore, they

are sub"ectiVe words.

4!
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Lesson 7

Look at these words.

car
automobile

limotisine

.Which of these words means vehicle that moves

on wheels? This definition is the denotation'

of all three words. Cars, automobiles, and

limousines all are vehicles that move on

wheels.

What is the connotation of each word? You

probably don't feel much emotion when you

hear the word car. But what do you feel when

you hear the word limousine? Limousine may

cause you to think of the President of the

United States, James Bond, the CIA, or rich
...,-

people being chauffeured to the Academy Awards.

You may be excited or envious. You probably

feel more emotion when you hear limousine

than you do when you hear car.

e
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Lesson 7

Look at the words underlined below. Use the

dictionary to find the denotation (exact

meaning) of each word. Then write a short

definition.

Each word will also suggest a meaning

(connotation).that will cause emotions. If

the connotation makes you feel good, write

positive. If you feel bad when you read the

word, write negative.

A-1 Let freedom ringi

a. Denotation

b. Connotation

A-2 The house was haunted.

a. Denotation

b., Connotation

A-3 The clown wore a scarlet cape.

a. Denotation

b. Connotation
f

A-4 She vowed to get revenge.

a. Denotation

b. Connotation

A-5 The snake bared its fangs.

a. Denotation

b. Connotation

wsr
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Activity B:
Male and,feinale connotations

You may do this activity with a partner

or by yourself.

Look at this pair Of words.

. WIZARD WIT )4

..

B-1 What is the denotation of wizard? -"%-.Nh..

B-2 Is t!,e connotation of wizard positive or
negative?

B-3 .What is the denotation of witch?

B-4 Is the connotation of witch positive
or negative? -

B-5 Which word describes a male magician?

B-6 Which word describes a female magician?

B-7 Which word connotes (suggests) old age?

B-8 Which word connotes ugliness?

B-9 Which wqrd connotes wisdom?

B-10 .Who is more respectable: a wizard or
a witch?

1.

B-111Who is more evil: a wizard or a. witch?

.51
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Look at this pair of words
,

BACUELOR OLD MAID -

.

it

1

.

B-12 Which word

B-13 Which word

B-14' Which word
time)?

B-15 Which word

R-16 Which word

52-

refers to an unmarried male?

refers to an unmarried female?

connotes romance (a good
A

connotes boredom?

connotes unhappiness? ,

51
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Lesson 7

Activity C:
Class wrap -up

4

.1

C-1 Remember, our language reflects the 8

-4. values of our culture. Look at the
connotations of bachelor andpold maid. ...

In our culture, U-IT-iTy3re acceptable
.for men not to marry or for women not to. .

marry? Why? .

.-
...

C-2 In our culture, women who hgVe power
have often been feared. How is this , 41.

shown in the connotations of wizard and
witch2

. .

C-3 In our culture, is Wmore acceptable for
men to grow old/or.fore. women to grow
old? ft

, C-4 Look at this pair of words: man, Woman.

a. Which word more strongly connotes
beauty?

b. Which word more strongly connotes
power?

c. Which word more strongly connotes
thoug4ts,and ideas?

4
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Lesson 7

Af

$5

j

C-5 Loaat the illustration below.

a. What is unusual about it?
-

b. Who is valued more for
culture?

Ll

c. Who is valued more for
thoughts And ideas?

d. Is this situation f
make women feel?

beauty in our

power and for

How does it

e. How do females whbare not beautiful
feel? How do male's who are not
powerful fet ?

,
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Lesson 7

Activity D:
Might check

, .

Did you' understand this lesson? To find out,

answer the following questions without

looking back at the lesson. Then, your

teacher WiliAlelp you check your liswers

D-1 What. does denotation mean?

D-2 What does connotation mean?

D- -3 a. What is the 'denotation of-witch?

b. Is. the connotation of witch positive
or negative?

0
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Lesson 8:

(

Language Comparing
Women and Men

Activity A:
Like a man or like a woman?

Often, people describe other people, by saying

they do something like a man or like.a woman. -

A:re these phrases accuratetythat is., are they

free from error? Usually; such phrases are not

accurate or realistic. Instead, they are

stereotypes.

A stereotype is an oversimplified belief about

a group of people. Steieotypes suggest that

everyone in those groups should or will act in

the same way. For example, the statement

"boys don't cry" shows a stereotype about

males..

Our society has stereotyped boys as being

less emotional than girls. However, males

feel as many emotions asIemalese This

.stereotype may cause some males to try to act

unemotional.

57
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PP

Let's look at some stereotypes shown in our

language. Use thtplustrations below to

answer the following questions.

Takin5 defeat

.0. ti
...like a man. . . a woman..

$

A-1 Who seems to be taking defeat with
courage?

A-2 Who seems to be taking defeat with no
courage?

1

A-3 What is the denotat n (exact meaning)
of man?

A -4 What is the 'connotation (suggested mean-
ing) of man in the picture: .powerful
or weak?

1

A-5 What is the denotation of woman?

A-6 What is the connotation of woman in the
picture: powerful or weak?

A-7 Do you think these pictures are accurate
(realistic) or are stereotypes? Explain.

A-8 If females are always told they are weak,
will they probably become weaker or
strongtr?

T.11 theywill it is okay to /I
A-9 If males are always told to hide their

feelings,
cry or not okay to crlil

1/4 I

0

1

1
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Lesson 8

Activity 8:
A tomboy or a sissy?

Look at these pictures.

A

nSrie is d tamboy:t. '3-Le is a sissy"

B-1 What is the denotation of tomboy?

B-2 Is the connotation of tomboy 'negative or
positive?

B-3 What-is the denotation of sissy?

B-4 Is the connotation of.sissy positive or
negative?

B-5 Which has a worse connotation: tomboy_
or sissy?

B-6 The words sissy and tomboy are based on
stereotypes about what girls should not
do and what' boys should_not do. Name at
least two such actions for boys and two
for girls

B-7 How do these names make boys and girls
act?

B-8 Do these names give boys and girls more
freedom or less freedom to act as they
wish?

59
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Activity C:
Class wrap-up

C-1 Discuss your answers for Activities A
and B.

C-2 Look at the pictures in Activity A.
Reword the phrases under the pictures so
they represent humans, not males or
females.

C-3 How different are boys and girls? Do
only girls feel like crying? Do only
boys enjoy sports? Do you think the
words tomboy and sissy are based on
stereotypes? Whyor why not?

C-4 Is'crying always a sign of weakness?

C-5 Do you have more choIces if people think
of you as a girl or a boy or as a
person? Explain.

C-6 If language changes as people change,
why do,stereotypes exist?

Activity D:
Flight check

Did you understand this leson? To find out,

answer the following questions without .

looking back at the lesson. Then, .your

teacher will help you check your answers.

D-1 What are two stereotyped connotations of
like a man?

D-2 What are two stereotyped connotations of
like a woman?

D-3 What does stereotype mean?
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--''Lesson 9: Using Occupational
Labels to Define ,
Each Other

Activity A (discussion):
What are labels?

A-1 Look at the following illustrations.
What names (labels) are used instead of
the people's names?

A-2 What are some other examples of labels?

A-3. When might labels be unfair?

61
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Lesson 9

a

Activity B:
What are occupational labels?

You may do this activity with a partner or

by yourself.

One way to define people is to label them.

To label means to name. When you label a

person, you don't use the person's real name --

like Ursula or John. Instead, you think of

another word to use in place of the name.

Here are some examples of labels: wife,

husband, nurse, mother, father, poet, singer, .

j22ha, waitress. As you can .see, these.

labels help to define these people. The

labels describe what the people do (their

roles).

Which label do you prefer: person or boy or

girl? Why?

There are many kinds of labels. In this

lesson, you'll be thinking about occupational

labels: names that describe a person's usual

or principal work or business.

4
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Lesson 9

Look at the following illustrations and words.

Then answer the questions below them.

doctor woman. doctor
B-1 Which term can be used for either a man

doctor or a woman doctor?

B-2 Which term can be used only for a woman
doctor?

B-3 Which term sounds more important: doctor
or woman doctor?

B-4 Which term makes a female doctor sound as
important as a male doctor: doctor or
woman doctor?

B-5 If you were a woman who was a doctor,
which would you want to be called:
doctor or woman doctor?

B-6 Which term sounds more important: lawyer
or woman lawyer?

B-7 Which term makes a female lawyer sound as
important as a male lawyer: lawyer or
woman lawyer?

B-8 Which term do you think should be used
for a female who is a lawyer: lawyer
or woman lawyer?
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Lesson 9

a. .major

. majorette

j

Now look at the following pairs of words.

b. waiter

waitress
. 4

A suffix is a letter or

to the .end of a word to

Here are some examples:

speedy., dramatize,. The

are the suffixes.

d' stea ard.

stewarcless

group of letters added

change the meaning.

gangster, auctioneer,

underlined letters

B-9 What suffixes have been added to the
second word in each pair above? How has
the suffix changed the meaning?

B-10 Does each pair above describe the same
job or different jobs?

..

Look at the following words, which represent

occupations or roles.

9

a. tailor

b. waiter

c, steward

d. poet

seamstress

waitress

stewardess

poetess

B-11 Which word in each pair sounds like a
more important or better-paying job?

B-12 Which words are the feminine form of
each occupation?

B-13 Compare the words. Do feminine labels
make a word sound more important or less
important?

64
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Lesson 9

B-14 If womeniand men hive the same occupation,
how many word do we need for that occupa-
tion: one or two? Why?

B-15 If we use,a different word for women in
an occupation, does this show that women
do the job as well as men or differently
from men?

B-16 If you were a woman who was a poet, which
would you rather be called: poet or
poetess? Why?

B117-11 we use a different word for men in an
occupation, does this show that men do
the job as well as women or differently
from women?

B-18 If you were a man who was a nurse, what
would you like to be called: nurse or
male nurse? Why?

Activity C:
Class wrap -up

C-1 Discuss your answers to the questions -in
Activity B.

C-2 You have.learned that often the same job
has different labels for men and women.

a. What do these labels show about
society's attitude toward men's and
women's work?

b. Whose work seems to be valued more
highly?

c. How can we change our language to
reflect equal values?

C-3 Do you think occupational (work) labels
are changing to reflect equal value for
work done by men and women?
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C-4 Heres a list of occupational labels.'
Sow refer to men and-some to women.
Maine each label to a word that can
refer to either men or women.

a. seamstress

b. male model

c. maid

d. authoress

e. foreman

f. salesman

Activity D:
Flight check

Did you understand this lesson? To find out,

answer the following questions without

looking back at the lesson. Then, your

teacher will help you check your answers.

D-1 What does to label mean?

D-2 Change these labels to represent either
a man or a woman:

a. male secretary

b. woman doctor

c. office boy

d. housemaid

e. trashman

f. watchman
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Lesson 10: Terms of Address

Activity A (discussion):
Looking at labels

A-1 Look at the following illustrations.
What labels are used? -What would normally
be used instead of the labels?

A-2 What does it mean to address someone?
Name some terms of address (words or
groups of words used to call a person
by a specific name or title) you use.

I
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Lesson 10

Some students listened to salespeople talking

to customers. They wrote doWn what terms of

address the salespeople used. The words are

shown below.

List 1

Names men called women

List 2

Names women called men

lady
young lady
kiddo
ma'am
senorita

sweetie
miss

lovey
girl
baby

sir
dear

A-3 Who were called more names (labels): men
or women?

A-4 Why do you suppose this happened?

Activity B:
Another way to label

You may do this activity with a partner or by

yourself.

In the last lesson, you learned about

occupational labels. Another way to label

people is to address them with a word that

isn't their_ own name.-

Here are some examples:

a1tellx),9'a9recn4//'

You found in Activity A that sometimes men

have more labels for women than women have

for men. What attitudes do the labels show?

68
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Look at the list again. Which set of
words sounds more respectful: List 1 or
List 2?

B-2 Adcording to the lists, who seems to be
in charge? Who seems to be attractive?

B -3 What attitudes toward women does the
first list showy

B-4 What attitudes toward men does the
second list show?

B-5 If you were called sweetie or little
lady, would you feel powerful or sweet?

B-6 If you were called ma'am instead of
sweetie, would you feel more powerful
or less 'powerful?

B-7 Write at least two words that bOys use
to address girls in your school (for
example, baby). Write two words tha
girls use to address boys in your school.

B-8 What names do boys use to address girls
to show that girls are attractive or
desirable?

'4\

. B-p Do girls or boys try hatder to be
attractive?

8-10 If a girl wants to, be taken seriously
and feel in charge, what can she do?

69'
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Lesson 10

C

Activity C:
Husbands and wives

Form a group with three or four other students.

Look at the following pairs of words:

John John. Jone,5
7ohris wife. Mrs. John Jones

Now answer the following questions aloud,.

according to yoir opinions.

C-1 How is the woman identified: by her name
or by her husband's name?

C-2. How often do you think women are identi-
fied by their husband's name: very
often, often, or not very often?

C-3 How often do you think men are idntified
by their wife's name: very often, often,
or not very often?

C-4 In the above example, is the female
defined as an individual or as a posses-
sion of someone else?

C-5 How do you think a female should be '
defined: as an individual or as a posses-
sion of someone else? '

C-6 In general, does our language show that
men belong to women, or that women belong
to men? Should this view change?

C-7 In our culture, most wives have their
husband's last name. Discuss what you
think about people changing their names.

a. Should women change their name when
they marry? Should men? why or why
not?

b. After discussing these points, have
your group recorder write a paragraph
explaining your group's feelings.
There are no right or wrong answers.

4.4
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Lesson 10

Activity D:
. Class wrap-up

41.

D-1 Discuss your answers to Activity C. Your
teacher will ask volunteers to rear heir
responses to C -7. *7*

D-2 What names do boys and girls use to
describe ea511"..other?

D-3 What attitude does each name show? How
does each name probably make the other
pereon feel? .

D -4 What are some names that take people
sound more important? Less important?

D-5 How can people use terms of address to
make both females and males feel important?

0

Activity E:
Flight check

Did you understand this,lesson? To find out,

answer the folloWing questions without

looking back at the lesson. Then, your '

teacher will help you check your answers.

E-1 List three labels that are used to
address people.

E-2 According to he study described in
Activity A,'did the labels men used for 1

show that men think women are
rful or cute?

E-3 L. two labels that seem unfair to you.
What can you do about this situation?

chickS1
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Part III

Sending Messages

Lesson II: Speaking with
..,

Confidence

Activity A (discussion):
What is a qualifier?

You have been studying about written words.

In this lesson, you will be studying spoken

language in conversations.

Look at the illustrations below. What do all

of the phrases have in common?

1

4,

They are all qualifiers. A qualifier is a

word that softens or weakens a statement.

People use qualifiers to make their statements

less strong.

75
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Lesson 11

A-1 Think of a sentence that finishes each of
the preceding phrases. Now say the same
sentence without the qualifier. 'Which
sentence, sounds stronger?

A-2 Why might people want to soften or weaken
a statement?

A-3 Look at the following illustrations.
Which statement sounds weaker?
.

A-4 What are some other qualifiers that you
have heard people use?

A-5 What are some situations in wiliCh
qualifiers might be appropriate?
Inappropriate?

76
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Lesson 11

Activity B:
What is a disclaimer?

Another set of words closely related to

qualifiers is disclaimers. People use

disclaimers to excuse what they are going

o say. Look at the examples of disclaimers

'shown below.



Lesson 11

4

Use the following illustration to answer, the

questions below.-

C Know this
Souriti$ Silly,
tit 14ont w f

a commi teetostthat

B-1 Do you think that the speaker really
feels that what she is going to say is
silly?

B-2 Does the speaker seem to feel confident
about her idea?

B-3 Why do you think the speaker uses a
disclaimer:

a. Because she doesn't want to sound
too direct?

b. Because she doesn't feel confident
about her idea?

c. Because she is trying to be polite?

B-4 Would the listener take the speaker more
seriously or less seriously if she didn't
use the disclaimer?

B-5 When should you use disclaimers? When
should you not use disclaimers?

78
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Lesson II

3-6 Studies have been made to find out
whether more males or more females use
qualifiers and disclaimers.

a. Who do you think are raised to be
more polite: males or females?

b. Who do you think are raised to be
more straightforward: males or
females?

c. Are females likely or unlikely to
use qualifiers and disclaimers?

d. Are males likely or unlikely to use
qualifiers and disclaimers?

Activity C:
Learning from each other

Form a group with three or four other students.

Discuss the questions below. Choose a group

recorder to write your group's answers. There

are no right or wrong answers.

C-1 Sometimes you should try to make a person
feel comfortable, or try to avoid hurting
someone's feelings. Think of three situa-
tions like this. Would you want to use
disclaimers and qualifiers in these
situations?

C-2 Usually, you should be honest and
straightforward about your feelings.
Think of three situations like this.
Would ypu want to use disclaimers and
qualifiers'in these situations?

C-3 How should a person decide whether to
use disclaimers and qualifiers?
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Activity D:
Who uses qualifiers and disclaimers?

One way to find out who uses qualififfs and

disclaimers is to observe people. This

evening, watch a television program, or ob-

serve some friends or members of your family.

Listen for qualifiers and disclaimers.. As

you observe, write:

the disclAimer or qualifier

whether the speaker is male or female

To help you, here is a list of qualifiers and

disclaiMers.

Qualifiers Disclaimers

Perhaps.. .

It seems to me. ..

I guess. ..

Wel'. . .

Possibly.. .

I suppose.. ,.

I think.. .

You know.. .

Sort of.. .

80

I know this sounds silly, but.. .

This may strike you as odd, but.. .

Well, I'm not an expert, but.. .

Don't get mad, but.. .

This may sound crazy, but.. .

You're going to think this is
stupid, but. .

76
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Activity E:
Class wrap-up

E-1 Discuss your answers for Activities C
and D.

E-2 Some studies show that adult women
generally use more qualifiers and dis-
claimers than adult men.

a. Do your findings in Activity 0 agree
with these studies?

b. What causes more women than men to
use qualifiers and disclaimers?

c. Should this situation be changed?

E-3 What can females learn from males in
using qualifiers and disclaimers? What
can males learn from females?

Activity. F:
Flight check

Did you understand this lesson? To find out,

answer the following questions without

looking back at thd lesson. Then, your

teacher will help you check your answers.

F-1 List three qualifiers.

F-2 List three disclaimers.
A

F-3 What is a good reason to use disclaimers
,and qualifiers?

F-4 What is not a good reason to use dis-
claimers and qualifiers?

,



Lesson 12: Making-Requests

Activity A:
What would you say?

Before you do this lesson, do the following

experiment. There are no right or wrong

answers.

Read the situation below. Then decide what

you would say and write it down. Try to write

what you would really say in a real situation.

A-1 You are a parent. Your child, John, starts
to run into the street. You want to call
'him back..

You say -:

A-2 You are a teacher. Your class has fin-
ished an assignment. You want to collect
the papers.

You say:

A-3 Your friend is drinking some soda. You
would like a sip of it.

You say:

A-4 You are the president of a public relations
company. You want to ask some employees
to attend a meeting that is about to start.

You say:

A-5 You are a state legislator. You need
some legal information.

You say to your assistant:

Write your name on your paper and turn in your

answers to your teacher.
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Activity B:
How do men and women make requests?

The word request means to ask someone to do

something.

People make requests in different ways. Look

at the following examples. Then answer the

questions that follow.

a. Feed the dog!

b. Please feed the dog.

c. Will you feed the dog?

d. Will you please feed the dog?

i e. Won't you please feed the dog?

0

I" B-1 Which request is the shortest (has the
1 ,least number of words)?

B-2 Which requests are the longest?

B-3 Which request is the most direct (most
like an order)?

B-4 Which .requests are not very direct (more
like questions)?

As you can see from these examples, the

shorter the request, the more power or force

it has. The longer the request, the less

power or force it has.

84
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Look at the requests below. Write D by the

ones that are direct (powerful) requests.

Write I by the ones that are indirect (less

powerful) requests.

B-5 Draw your line at a 40-degree angle.

B-6 I'd like you to draw your line at a
40-degree angle.

B-7 Try not to get it off center.

B-8 Don't get it off center.

B-9 I'd just like to ask you how many
students you "have.

B-10 How many students do you have?

Change the following indirect requests to

direct requests.

B-11 I was wondering if you fed the dog.

B-12 Well, let me just ask this: Why do ma
think he did that?

85
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Activity C (discussion):
When to be direct

C -i Look at these two sentences:

Let me know as soon as possible.

Will you please let me know as soon
as possible?

Why might a person use the second
sentence instead of the first sentence?

C-2 Tf a person always uses indirect requests,
how will others think of the person:
as direct (powerful) or as indirect
(less powerful)?

C-3 Do you think females or males are more
direct? In our society, are females or
males more often in powerful positions?

4
Activity D:
What did you say?

Form a group with three or four other

students. Fin out which of your classmates

use direct r uests and which of your,class-

mates use indirect requests. To do this,

your teacher will give each member of your

group someone's paper,from Activity A. Use

the papers to'fill in a form like the one on

the next page.

I
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Use the definition of direct and indirect''

requests,given earlier in the lesson. "or

example, if a person used 'the word please, or

if the Person wrote a question, mark,the'.

indi*ect column. If the person used as few

words as possibla or used an exclamation

.point, mark the direct column. Make sure to

mark box or girl obi youeform.

A

4

I
Boy 1 .Number

of words
--,

Indirect Direct
Girl

Situation 1
,Situation 2 Ai .

Situation 3
Situation 4
Situation 5

4a

No4., answer the questions below. Choose a

grotip iecorderto'Wtite your grouplkanswers.

D-1 Who used morewords: boys or girls?

To find out, count all the words tsed by
boys. Then.determinee-The average.by
dividing that, number by the neither. of boys'
papers. Do thd same for thegirls' responses.
Which average is higheK?'

D -2 Who used please more often?

. D-3 Who used more Who used more
exclamation point ? "-----s.

D-4 Were boys or girls more direci?
1
\
3

Activity E;
Class-Vnap-up

E-1 Discuss your findings in ity D.

E-2 What do the'results show about the way
girls and boys are raised? What can
girls do about this? What Aean boys .do?

Lesson 12
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Lesson 13: Fillers, Interruptions,
and Jokes

Activity A:
Who interrupts and tells jokes? S

Watch a talk show on telev" ion.for at )least

3Q minutes. 7

Listen for interruption and jokes.

(Interruptions oc en someone starts to

speak before someone else has finished speaking;
c

jokes occur when someone says or does something

to provoke laughter or amutement.)
7

A-1 As you watch, fill in a form like the
one below. Put a mark in the appropriate
column (female or male) every time some-
one interrupts or tells a joke. Be
prepared to present your findings to
the class.

Female Male

Interruptions

Jokes

A-2 Who interrupted more: males or females?

A-3 Who told more jokes:" males or females?

A-4 Why might people interrupt?

82
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Activity B:
Who uses fillers?

Fillers are words like uhm, well, you know,

like, and okay.

Find out who uses fillers. To do this, show

to one girl and to one boy a picture, drawing,

painting, or sketch in a magazine or textbook.

Ask each person to describe the 'picture.

During the description, listen for fillers.

Repeat the process for another girl and

another boy.

Activity C (discussion):
What were your results?

C-1 Discuss your results for Activity A.
Were there differences in the way females
and males used interruptions and jokes?

C-2 How do you feel when you are interrupted?
Have you ever interrupted another person? .

Why?

C-3 Is interruptin; an effective way to
communicate? Why or why not?

C-4 How do you feel when you tell a joke?
Hoar a_ aoke2_______

*C-5 Iz joke-telling an effective way to
communicate? Why or why not?
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C-6 Discuss your results for Activity B.

a. Count the number of girls and the
number of boys who described the
picture. Then compare the total!
number of fillers used by each. ;

b. Who used more fillers: boys or girls?

C-7 Why might someone use fillers to
communicate?

C-11 Is using fillers an effective way
'to communicate?

C-9 a. In Lessons 11, 12, and 13, you ha-ve
learned about different communication
methods for females and males.
Review these methods.

b. What special problems do some males
have in communicating? What causes
these problems?

c. What can males learn from the way
females communicate?

d. What special problems do some females
have in communicating? What causes
these problems?

e. What can females learn from the way
males communicate?

Activity D:
Deciding how to communicateq
Write a paragraph about what kind of

communication you think is best for you.

Think about using each of the following:

qualifiers (Lesson 11) interruptions (Lesson 13)

disclaimers (Lesson 11) jokes (Lesson 13)

direct 'and indirect requests fillers (Lesson 13)
(Lesson 12)
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Lesson 14: Body Language

Activity A:
What is body language?

Did you know that people can talk to each

other without using words?

They may send the message on purpose. For

example, a friend's smile may mean "I like

you."

People also send messages without knowing it.

For example, if someone wiggles or drums his

or her fingers on a desk, the people around

can probably tell that the person is nervous

or bored.

These movements are called body language.

If you know how to read body language, you

can tell a lot about a person.

Body language is also called nonverbal

communication. The word nonverbal means

without words. Therefore, nonverbal com-

munication means communicating without words.
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e

Look at illustrations A-1 through A-5. Match

them with the types of body language listed

b6low.

a., Touch

b. Facial expression

c. Body position

d. Eye contact

e. Gesture
)



Lesson 14

A-6 Look around your class right now. Find
several examples of body language.

A-7 What are some examples of body language
that show the feeling of inferiority?
(Inferiority means that someone believes
that she or he isn't as good as everyone
else is.)

A-8 What are some examples of body language
that show the feeling of friendliness?

Activity B:
Charades ,

Form a group with three or four other students.

B-1 As a group, choose one of the.feelings or
attitudes below (or ,think of one of your
own) to use in this activity.

"ern 'afraid: dra zivest.
"Get out of Tris way -Dead tired!
or C 21 rnalie you.!"

Feelin' good "Leave me alaniii

impatience. "Lets be friends;'

B-2 Think of four o., five ways to use body
language to show the attitude or feeling
you chose. Practice using this body
language in your group.

B-3 Present your boy language to the class.
To do this, eaoll person in your group
shoulL demonstrate one example of body
language that shows the feeling or atti-
tude your group chose.

Then ask the class to guess what feeling
or attitude you are showing,
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Activity C:
Class wrap-up

C-1 Discuss your answers to A-7 and A-8.

C-2 Do you think body language is learned?

Hint: Is spoken language learned, or
are we born with knowledge of it?

C-3 From whom do we learn body language?

C-4 Think of the kinds of body language
that your parents use. Which kinds does
your father use? Your mother?

C-5 This evening, observe your on body
language or that of your family or
friends. Be prepared to share your
observations with the class.

Activity D:
Flight check

Did you understand this lesson? To find out,

answer the following questions without

looking back at the lesson. Then. your

teacher will '4help you check your avwers.

D-1 Name three kinds of body language.

D-2 What is an example of body language that
shows happiness?

ta

C
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Lesson 15: Male and Female
Body Language

Activity A (disiussion):
What did you observe?

A-1 DISCUSS what you observed about body
language from Activity C in Lesson 14
(observations you made that night).

a. What kinds of body language do you
seem to use the most?

b. What kindsef body language do your
family or friends seem to use'the
most?

A-2 Think about the body language you see
every day.

t a. Are there any kinds of body language
that mostly girls use or mostly boys
use?

b. If so, what are they?

Activity 8:
Thinking about your body language

Your teacher will divide the class into four

croups. There will be one group for each type

of body language: eye contact, facial expres-

sion, body position and appearance,, and gesture;

touch is not included.
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First, read the following information aloud

in your group.

Body language is learned, jest as

spoken language is learned. What body

language have men and women learned? Is

it the same or different?

.our'society has expected

that men and women would serve different

roles. In the past, women were supposed

to be more passive and polite, and men were

supposed to be more forceful. Women were

supposed to be followers,, and men were sup-

posed to be leaders.

4

Now, some things are changing. Many 'din

and women want to expand their4roles. Some

men want to be passive sometimes, and some

women want to be leaders sometimes. But it

takes a long time for changesto take place

in society. 0

If you watch men and women speaking to

each other, you can see that many kinds of
_ ---

body language are used by both men and women.

For example, everyone smiles, but who do you

think smile more often: women or men? Why?

Let's explore some of the differences in

male and female body language.

Now find your group's topic on the next four

pages. In your group, discuss 'each question

under your topic. Have your group recorder

write the things everyone says.

Choose someone. from your group to tell the

class your observations. Remember, there are

no right or wrcng answers.
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8-1 Who tilt (bend slightly) their heads to
one side more often: men speaking to
women, or women speaking to men? What
are some feelings this body language may
show?

B-Z- In your opinion, which is true: boys
stare more often at girls, or girls stare
more often at boys? What does this body,
language show about those who use it?
Why?

B -3 Think about some adults you know. Do
women or men look at you-more often when
they are speaking (or is there no difference)?.
Why? (Think of your father and pother, as
well as other adults.)

-8-4 Do men or women more often use eye contact
to get approval? (Getting approval means
looking at others to see if they agree or
disagree.) How can you explain this?
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B-5 Do men or women show more emotion in
their facial expressions? Why?

B-6 In your opinion, do women or men remember
names and faces better? Why?

B-7 Do women or men smile more? Why? DO
these smiles mean that the person is
happy, or does, the person smile out of
habit?

3 -8 Do boys or girls seek approval more
often through smiles? (Seeking approval
means trying to get others to agree or
disagree.) Why?

B-9 Do women or men smile more while saying
no to their children? Why? ...4

B-10 Are girls or boys more likely to return
your smile? Why?

100
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B-11

B-12

B-13

Why?

B-14

B-15

CEVISTOM
(gA

Think of the men and women you know.
Do the men or the women sit in more
relaxed ways? Why?

Are girls or boys taught to be more
careful in the way they sit? ,Why?

In yoyr opinion, do boys or girls spend
more time on their physical appearance?

Does our society expect women or men to
look better?

a. Are men valued more by society for
what they do or how they look?

b. Are women valued more by society for
what they do or how they look?

c. Do you think this situation is fair?
Why or why not?

.

d. Does our.society limit people? If
so, sow?

101
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Look at the gestures described below.

whether more males or more females use

gesture. 'Ttien try to decide what that

shows about!

boys' feelings about themselves

girls' feelings about tf&mselves

Decide

each

gediture

B-16 Leaves both hands down on the armsof
chairs

B-17 Strokes chin

B-18 Sits with the ankle of otg leg crossing
the knee of the other ,

B-19 Plays with hair

B-20 Keeps hands in lap

B-21 Crosses legs at the knee

Ei22 Stretches hands and cracks knuckles

B-23 Use§ hands to make gestures

102 9,1 4
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Lesson 15

Activity C:
Role-Oaf

For this activity, some students are goiiig to

role -play While other students watch them.
./'

For each of tho situations described on the

next page, your teacher will ask one boy and

onl girl to role-play the situation.

For those who -are; role- playing: Choose one

of the situations to act out`. Remember to

act exadtly as ydu normally would. Don't be

self-consciousl .do''what comes naturally.

Otherwise, the activity won't work. You may

stand or six as you act out the situation.

For those who are watching: Choose only one

type of body language to watch as the students

role-play. Type's of body language could include

eye contact, facial expression, bSdy position,

gesture, and touch, as well as clothing and

grooming.

fl
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Situation 1

Have a conversation (argument) about

who should ask people for dates girls

or boys.

Situation 2
!

Have a conversation about sports.

Discuss the sports"that you like. Try

to convince each other that certain

sports are better than others. .

Situation 3

Have a discussion about your friends.

Discuss why people have friends, who

ybur friends are, and iihy you like

them.

Situation 4
A

r

Have a discussion about what you do on

weekends. Ask each other wha't you

like todo and why.

104
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Activity D (discussion):
What did you observe?

Discuss the kinds of body language shown

by the girls and the boys who had the

conversation in Activity C. Were there

any differences in girls' and boys' body

language?

D-1 Who smiled more?

D-2 Who looked more often at the other
person?

D-3 Who showed more facial expressions?

D-4 How close did they sit or stand to
each other?

D-5 Who appeared more relaxed? Hciw did
70U know that person was relaxed?

B-6 If they were sitting, how did they sit?
(How did they cross their legs? Did
they keep their hands in their lap?
And so on?)

11-=1 Who used more gestures?

D-8 How were the boy and girl dressed?

D-9 Did anyone touch the other?

105 97
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Activity E:
Class wrap-up

L-1 Why should people. be aware of body
language? How should people decide
what body language to use?

E-2 What does body language show about
females' self-concept? Males' self-
concept?

E-3 When should people work to change
their body language? Why?

Activity F:
Flight check

Did you understand this lesson? To find out,

answer the following questions without

looking back at the lesson. Then, your

teacher will help you check your answers.

F-1 What are three
used mainly by

F-2 What are three
used mainly by

examples
women?

examples
men?

of body language

of:body language.

F-3 What does body language show?

106



Part IV
Making Language
Decisiop,IL.

Lesson 16: Language and Values
Activity A (discussion):
What have you learned?

A-1 What three main ideas about language
have you learned so far in this unit?

A-2 Look at the following cartoons. Which
language principle (language idea) does
each cartoon show?

. 109 99
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Lesson 16

A-3 Why are there male and female differences
in communication? How can these differ-
ences be changed?

A-4 Why is it important to know how language
affects us?

A-5 How can a person decide what words and
gestures to. use?

Activity B:
What are your values?

What are values? Values are people's feelings

about what is good or important. For example,

many people_value

ti

A value judgment is a statement about what is

good or important in a specific situation. Herd

is an example of a value judgment: People should

be loyal to their country.

Where do your values come from? First, values

may come from other people. For example,

chances are that.you value many of the things ,

your parents value..

Second, values may be based on-Petsobal-

experience and new information. AS yox gain

information, your values' may change.



Lesson 16

Because cultures (countries) are made up of

people, cultures have values, tou. Generally,

our culture values these things:

feeling good (being healthy and happy)

having friendship and love

having information

having skill or ability

being trustworthy and responsible

having wealth or material'goods

having power over others

having respect or recognition

Of course, our society has not always given.

everyone a chalice to have these important

things. Also, remember that our large society

has different groups oZ people who may have

different values. For example, different

people have different ideas about the roles

of males and females.

To find out your own'values about males and

females, look at the following survey. Baal

item includes two value judgments about tree

ways females and males should act.

102
112
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Lesson 16

For each item, choose the value judgment that
.
you prefer. Remember, there are no right or

wrong answers. After yoli finish, rate

yourself according to the instructions on the
.

next page.

B-1 a. Women should speak with as much
confidence as men.

b. Women should not speak with as much
confidence as men.

B-2 a. Women should not express.strong .1

opinionS, especially in front of men.

b. Women should decide whether to
express strong opinions according
to the situation.

B-3 a. A boy should feel free to cry if he
wants to cry.

b. A boy should be strong and never cry.

B-4' a. How you communicate should depend on
the situation and your values.

b. How you communicate should depend on
whether you are female or male.

B-5 a. Both men and women should sometimes
be direct and sometimes be polite.

b. Men should be direct aid women should
be polite.

. .

B-6- a. All jobs .should be open to meh and
women alike.

b. Certain jobs should be_held.only by
men.

B-7 a. Boys should always act differently
from the way girls act.

'b. Boys should not always act differently
from the way girls act.

4f4
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Lesson 16

B7,8 a. It is more important for women to
look beautiful than to develop ideas.

b. It is more important for w6 en to
develop ideas than to look beautiful.

B-9 a. Wives and husbands should work
together to make decisions.

b. Husbands should make the most
important. decisions.

B-10 a. Girls should not ask boys for dates.

b. Girls should' sometimes ask boys for
dates.

8 -11' Now score yourself. Go back to your
answers and write `a T (traditional) or
N (nontraditional) by the answers. Use
the code below.

B-1 a. N
b. T

Est-6 a. N
b. T

B-2 a,,T B-7 a. T
b. N b. N

B-3 a. N B-8 a. T
b. T b. N

B-4 a. N 8-9 a. N
b. T b. T

B-5 a. N 8-10 a. T
b. T b. N

B-12 Add your Ts and Ns and write your totals.

If most of your answers were Ts, your values

about males and females tend to be traditional.

That is, you probably think that males and

females should act differently--that males

should do certain things and females should do

certain things.

114
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Lesson 16

If most of your answers were Ns, your values

about males and females tend to be non-

traditional. That is, you probably think

that males and females should have the same
.

opportunities to do the same' things.

C-1 As a class, discuss your answers to the
survey. How many students had mostly
traditional answers?; Nontraditional?

C-2 Where do your values-and value judgments
come from?

C-3 Look back at the list of values on page 112.
For each item in the survey, decide if that
value judgment keeps anyone from experiencing
any of the values listed on page 112.

C-4 For each item in the survey, think of
language that you could use to show that
lalue judgment.

C-5 Are your values fair? Do you want to
change any of your values?- If *so, which
ones?

n 5-
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Lesson 17: Choosing Your
Language

Actiiity A: ,

Language in different 'situationsM.' if
Read the situation on the following page.*

Shown are three-possible alternativesother

choices -- for responding verbally to the

situation. Read the advantage and disadvan-

tage of-each response. (Of course there are

many other possible responses.)
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Situation

Jerry was late to class for the fifth time

in two weeks. His teacher, Mr. Graham,

was upset and said:

Alternative l: "Why are you late all the
time? Is it something you'd
like to talk about?"

Advantage: The teacher will hear Jerry's
side of it.

Disadvantage: If the teacher is too sym-
athetic, Jerry might think he can get
away wi.th being late again.

Value: The teacher clearly values people's
feelings more than rules.,

Alternative 2: "I.'m sorry, but you'll have
to go to the office."

Advantaq: This way, Mr. Graham can show
everyone that lateness will not be tolerated.
And Mr. Graham has not personally attacked

e Jerry.

'Disadvantage: Jerry may have a good excuse
. but is given no chance to explain.

Value: The teacher seems to value people's
feelings but believes rules are more impor-
tant. (Tone of voice could make a differ-
ence here.) g

Alternative 3: "You're impossible: I'm sick
of your lateness. Don't bother
to come back to class,"

Advantage: Mr; Graham shows that he will
not tolerate lateness.

Disadvantage: Mr. Graham attacks Jerry
personally; which probably doesn't help
Jerry's attitude at, all.

Value: The teacher doesn't value people's
feelings at all, but instead values con-

to rules.
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Which alternative would you choose if.you were

Mr. Graham? Why?

Choose three of the following situations.

For the situations you choose, Write an ad-

vantage, a disadvantage, and a value for each

of. the alternatives. Then choose what you

think is the better alternative and say why
V

you think it is better. Remember, there is

no one right answer.

Situation 1

You are a girl' and you did poorly on a

science test. You are upset and go home'

to tell your parents. Your mother says:

Alternative A-1: "Well, that's okay.
Girls don't usually do
welr1.in science anyway."

Alternative A-2: "Try to do better next
r time. It is important

.'that. you do well in
science."

-

*/

Situation 2
to -

'You see a poster

dance. It says:

( 4 : .

on the wall advtrtising.a

Alternative A-3: "Here's a way
free meal for
your chick Q"

Alternative A-4: "Here's a way
free meal for
your dite!"

4

to get a
'you and

to get a
yon and

1016
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Situation 3

Joe Lott has just been asked his opinion

about a dress his wife bought. He says:

A-5: "Aw, come on, men don't
know anything about
such things."

Alternative A-6:

Situation 4

"Well, I like the color."

4v

Sharon has _just told a joke that no one

thinks is funny. She is embarrassed.

Someone says:

Alternative-A-7:

Alternative A-8:

"Girls just cart tell
jokes!"

"Aw, don't be embarrassed.
You can't win 'em all!"

Situation 5

Ellen is attending a staff meeting. During

the meeting, staff members are asked to

express their opinion about whether to opens

'another factory overseas. Don says, "It

is a good idea because we will be located

closer to our customers." Ellen says:

Alternative A-9: "I may be wrong, but it
seems to me that we don't
have enough capital

Alternative A-10: "According to my esti-
mates, we don't have
enough capital."

Now discuss your answers with tM-Yt of-the-

class.

120-
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Activity B
Making a language decision

For this activity, work with a partner or

by yourself.

Think of a problem or situation that is impor-

tant to you. Write a description of the situ-

ation and two possible alternatives, based on

what you have learned from the previous activ-

ity. Then, follow the decision-making model

below. Copy it on youk-bwri-pap-er-and-fil-I-it---

in. {Fill in Step 1 with yOlar -tiTio-tspanses.)

O

Problem:

Step t Outlining Your Alternatives for Action

Altzenetivp 1: Alternative Z:

Step- 2: Thinking about tile Conseverlees.
of Eacl, /*emotive

Alternative 1 Alternative.,2.
Advantage , Advantaget

Disaclvantate !' Disadvantage :

Step at Thin aka tie Values in Conflict

Step 4 : lecisibn (thcosir% ore Alternative}

4

. 1 / 0
' 1 2,1_
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When you are finished, your teacher will have

volunteers read their problems and their alter-

natives. As a class, try to guess which_

alternative the volunteer chose and why.

Activity C:
Taping your words

Tape-record two of your telephone

conversations=one with a girl and one

with a boy. Or, listen to a tape of

someone else's conversations. Compare

--what was said_to_tho girl with what was

said-to-the-boy--- Were_the_conmersations_

the same? What differences did you hear?

What do these differences show about the

speaker's self-concept and about the

speaker's attitude toward the girl or boy?

Activity D:
Writing a conversation

0

Make up a conversation between two people

and write it down. Read `your conversation

in class. Decide what values or attitudes

are shown in the conversation.

4
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Lesson 18: Learning to Speak
Up about Yourself

Activity A:
Rating yourself

Think about yourself for a moment. How do you

feel about yourself? What are your abilities?

How well do you communicate with other people?

A-1 For each characteristic belbw, rate
yourself from 1 to 5 as-Shown on the
scale.

5
(rery.450-84.

3 --- 2.- -
0so -so

How good are you at:

a. Helping other people?

b. Influencing other peOple?

c. Getting what you want?

d. Being successful?

e. Getting recognition for your
abilities?

f. Learning what you need to know?

A-2 Which characteristic did. you rake the
highest? The lowest? .

A-3 Count the total number of points you
gave yourself for all characteristics.
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f.

..4.....

A-4 Now think about what you expect to be
.like 10 years from now. Be as honest
as you can. Rate yourself again-for
items a through f.

A-5 What is the total number of points you
gave yourself in A-4?

Activity B:
Self-confidence and your future

In this unit, you have discovered that your

actions and language show others how you feel.

Many times people react to you not only be-

cause of what you say, but also because of how

you say it. People may treat you positively

or negatively based on your actions.

For example, if you feel you are inferior,.

you will probably act as if you were inferior,

and people will then treat you that way.

If you feel you are important, you will

probably act that way, and as a result,

people will pro ably treat you as an important

person. This process is shown below. As you

-can see, it is a circle!

fad aqual
(or inferior,
x.mportant) ac-,t etqual (or

raterizr,
iinpartant)

Q rt. trgatad as fly
for interior oritn.portantly
124
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Often, people forget to like themselves to

feel. good about themselves. They want others

to like them, but they don't like themselves.

It is important to learn to like yourself.

YOur feelings about yourself affect what you

do and what you become in the future.

B-1 Write down as many words as you can think
of that describe some part of your
personality. Use nouns, verbs, and
adjectives. Take at least five minutes.

You won't have to show these to anyone,
so be honest. Write everything that
comes into your mind.

B-2 Review your list. Code the words like
this:

P (pluses) Qualities you're proud of

M (minuses) Qualities you're not
proud of

B-3 Write your name in big letters at the
top of a clean sheet of paper. Choose
five good things from your list and
write them down. Then, take turns
reading them to the rest of the class.

B-4 In front of the class or a small group,
talk for two or three minutes about
yourself. You do not have to 'say any-
thing bad about yourself. Try not to
pause. Just keep talking, saying
whatever comes into your mind.

125
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Activity C (discussion):
Comparing self-ratings

Now think of one thing about yourself that

you would like to change. Look at the circle

on page 133.

Write a paragraph about-what you can do to

change how you'act, feel, or are treated by

others.

Activity D:
Thinking about change

D-1 Who seemed to have more trouble talking
about themselves: .boys or girls?

D-2 Compare the self-ratings completed,in
Activity A.

a. Who rated themselves higher in A-3:
boys or girls? Why might there be
differences?

b. Which characteristic did students
rate the highest? The lowest?

c. Who rated themselves higher in A-4:
boys or girls? Why might there be
differences?
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Lemon Decisions about
the Media

Activity A (discussion):
.What's in newspapers and magazines?

A-1 As a class, look through yesterday's
newspaper or a recent magazine.

a. What are the parts of a newspaper
or a magazine?

Which parts do you like to read best?

c. What-are--the articles on the front page
of the newspaper about? What topics do
the articles iii-the magazine present?

d. Who decides what articles are -included?

A-2 Most changes take place because of
decisions people make. Look at the
newspaper.

a. What changes are taking place in our
society?

b. Who made the decision that caused
the change?

A-3 a. Does linguage always change as fast
as people? Give some examples.

b. Do you-see any evidence of changing
language in the newspaper or magazine?

A-4 a. What are stereotypes? Give some
examples.

b. Do you see any evidence of. stereotypes
in the newspaper or magazine?

11 6
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N

Activity II:
Examining the media

Form a group with three or four other

students. Choose a local newspaper, your

school newspaper? or a magazine. Then do

the f_ilowing:

B-1 Look for articles that show changes in
male and female roles in society.

B-2 Read at least two articles. Does the
newspaper or magazine use the male
generic words (for example: mankind,
a worker, he), or does it avoid using
the generic rule?

B-3 Check to see how the articles describe
males and females. Are the descriptions
based on male or female stereotypes?

B-4 Newspaper only: Look at the society
page (where engagement and wedding por-
traits and descriptions are located).

N
Ns.

a. Whose pictures are shown: men's or
women's? Why? Do some pictures
show both the bride and the groom?
If so, what change in society does
this show?

b. Read the article beside a picture.
Whose appearance is described in
more detail? Whose occupation is
described: the woman's, the man's,
or that of both? How many women
are not identified by an occupation?
How many men?
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e. 8-5 Magazines only Look at the advertisements.

a. Whatrare males doing in some of the
ads? What are females doing?

b. Who is "talking" in the ads? What
language is being used? -Can you
find female or male stereotypes?'
Where?

c. What can,you''tell about male and
female roles from the ads? Do you
find'any evidence of changes in
female or male roles?

Activity C:
Reporting on language

In your group or by yourself, write a

one- or two-page report about your group's

findings in Activity B.

The-report should have three parts:

Introduction (information about which

newspaper or magazine you examined,

and about which parts you looked at

closely)

Your findings (the facts you learned in

answering the questions in Activity B)

Your opinions (your feelings about the

newspaper's or magazine's language, and

about the way the newspaper of magazine

describes females'and males)

118
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3

Ilcuvityzi
raking action

4
, 0

by yourself.

You may do this activity in a small group or

,

Often, people are unhappy with a newspaper

edito

or mavazine for some reason. The

fi ter:

y write a

Here is 'sample le

r
t

I to the of the paper or magazine.

May 5, 1982

Dear Editor:

I

.

was unhappy
with Anna Jorgen's

article
on women's

and men's
roles

today.
She said that most women

are happy
to let their

husbands

make most major
family

decisions.

Well,
this isn't

true.
I enjoy

working
with my husband

in making

important
decisions.

We feel that

we make better
decisions

this way,

and that we are both happier
in the

long
run.

And I think
a lot of my

friends
would

agree
with me.

Robyn
Gvietzer

New York
City
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.4

There are other ways to take-action when you

think a newspaper or magazine. is reporting

something unfairly. You can choose not to buy

the newspaper or the product that is adver-
t

) tised. You can also try to change the

newspaper through political action. For

example, you,can gather people together to

petition against whatever is unfair.
%.$

.Think about the newspaper or magazine you

read in Activity B.

D-1 Did you find something about the magazine
or newspaper that you Consider unfair?
If po, write a letter to the editor to
express your opinion. Try to be
specific.

D-2 After you write your letter, exchange
it with someone else's. Check the let-
ter for correct grammar and punctuation,
and for complete sentences. . Make correc-
tions and return the 1.etter.

D-3 Send your corrected letter to the news-
paper or magazine.

0
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Activity E:
Writing an ad

E-1 Choose one of the ads you discussed in
this lesson, or choose a ,new one. Write
the ad so that it shows males and/or
females in a nonstereotyped way.

.

E-2 'Work in small groups to advertise a
product you want to make or sell. Or,
advertise a school activity.

a. Talk about the product or activity.

b. Write down specific facts you need,
to tell others about the product or
activity.

c. Create your own advertisement. It
can be for a magazine, for the radio,
or for television. If it is for a
magazine, include an illustration to
go with it.

Activity F:
Class wrap-up

F-1 What do the media say.about the roles
of females and males? Give examples
of the language used.

E -2 How is culture changing? How do the
media reflect those chahges in the roles
of females and males?

F-3 Did you see evidence of stereotypes in
the media?

F-4 Can the media affect what people believe
about themselves? How?

F-5 How can you .change what the media say
about females and males?
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Lesson 20: De.cisions about ,
Textbooks

460

Activity A :.'
What about textbook language?

k-1 Many Schoots-iiijfitlying-nw textbooks.
',What are irice--reasoulp for this?

A-2 Canyour textbooks cause yo 'to like or.
dislike a 'subject? How?

.v

133
4
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.

4.

O

P'A-3 Can a textbook cause girls as a group or
boys as a group to dislike a subject?
How? Give examples.

A-4 Studies show that mote girls than boys
dislike.math'or science. Studies also
show that mgre boys than girls dislike
language arts. Can you think of reasons
for these differences?

A-.5 Do textbodlks sholl attitudes about males
and females7 Do textbooks affect your
attitude about yourielf and others?

- Here's how some students answered this
question. (Your teacher will have a
volunteer read the story aloud.

The students at Rudgers Mid44! School

wanted to find '.out what attitudes were

shown in their texts. They looked at math'

history, science, and English texts,

They counted pictures and found that

therewere twice as many males as females.

In their scienceand math texts, they

counted five times as many examples of men

as women. Their history book was full'of

words like mankind, man, and the generic

form he.

They also found plenti, of evidence of

stereotyping. For example,igirls were

standing around watching boys doing the

work or creating the ideas. And in most

math-. and science-related jobs, men were

shOwn ipstead of women.

When they finished, one female,student_

said, "No wonder I don't like math! I

don't have any examples -of other girls to

identify with."'

134
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A-6 How could you go about getting your
textbooks changed?

You may decide that you need to look at

textbooks more closely before deciding what,

if any, changes are necessary. If so, do

the following activity.

Activity B:
Observing your textbooks

Form a group with three or four other

--f-students. Select a textbook to use.

(Your teacher will give each group

member a copy.)

JP

B-1 Decide what to observe (illustrations,
generic nouns and pronouns, nuMber of
female andmaletcharacters, and so on).

41.

-B-2 You", and each person in your grout,
. should now look closely at five pages

' to count examples of the things you
chdse to observe. (Each person should

. select different pages to examine.)' As
.you look through your pages, fill in a
form like the one below.

Textbook:

Page numbers: to

Number of Number of
Males Females

1. Pictures
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B -3 Add everyone's totals. Your results
should look like this

Total Pages

Total Pictures

Male Female

B -4 As a group, discuss the following
questions. Have a group recorder write
your responses.

a. Are there more pictures of males or
of females? What attitudes do the
,pictures show about males? About
females?

b. Who are mentioned more often:
females.or males? What attitude do
the textbook's language and Charac-
ters show about males? About
females?

c. Do you think your

d. Do you think your

text shows fair-
ness? Why or why not?

revised?'

136
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Actiifity C (discussion):
Can textbooks be changed?

,C-1 Discuss the results of Activity B
for each group.

C-2 Which texts were more likely to include
more females? More males? How can this
affect your actitude about the subject?

C-3 What actions could you take to get your
textbooks changed?

126
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Activity D:
Taking action

Return to the group you worked with in

Activity B.

D-1 Make a list of actions you could take
-to get'your textbooks changed. .

D-2 Decide which action seems the best.

D-3 Work to carry out the action you chose.

Activity E:
Class wrap-up

E-1 What action did each group choose?

E-2 Which action was most successful?

4

s
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